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Notes to Catalogue 143
This catalogue is exclusively photographs of, or related to, Winston Churchill. Nearly all of them are
press photos. These were taken by news photographers are various events. Typically, a number of prints
were made from the original negative, and these were circulated to various newspapers for publication
in the papers. Almost all of these have stamps on the backs from newspapers and photo agencies. Many
also have a sheet of paper pasted on the back with typewritten caption about the photos. These are
mostly duplicated with that distinctive purple ink you may remember from your school days.
These photos were actually used and sometimes have crop marks on the back, and some have been
trimmed. Condition varies with many having worn edges, small cracks or creases. The quality of the
image also varies, with some done in poor lighting conditions.
All illustrations in this catalogue are of the exact photo being offered. The download version can be
expanded to see far greater detail than is possible in the printed catalogue. In general the exposure in the
actual photos is better than in my illustrations.
The final page offers a selection of studio portraits. These are photos produced under controlled conditions, with perfect lighting and exposure using the best large negative studio equipment. As you would
expect, these attract premium prices, and make the best displays.
Layout of the catalogue:
Press photos

Nos 1-103

Photos of Churchill’s death and funeral

Nos. 104-130

Studio portraits

Nos. 132-140

This catalogue is mostly low cost items. The vast majority are $50.00 or less with many at $20.00 or less.
Shipping in the US is free. International shipping is extra, at cost. Your satisfaction is important. Any
item may be returned within 7 days for any or no reason. Payment accepted by cheque ( $ or £), Visa,
MasterCard, or Paypal.
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Churchill speaks at his constituency:
Woodford 1959

6

Photo shows Churchill at the microphone in
classic 1950s look. Size about 10 x 8 inches.
$25.00

2

Churchill Receives the Freedom of
Manchester 1947

7

Churchill and Roosevelt at the Cairo
Conference

Churchill speaks during General Election
1924

Churchill in black tie 1958

1

Winston is all ears at the RA banquet

The Churchills and the Danish Royal Family

Photo of Mr. and Mrs. Churchill with Danish
Royal family during the October 1950 visit to
Denmark. Size 10 x 8 inches heavy paper
$20.00

10

The image shows Churchill leaving a function
on21 June 1958, with Ed Murray on his left. size
8 x 8 inches $20.00

Winston and Sarah laying bricks 1928

Image of Churchill with hands at ears during
Prince George’s speech at the 1 May 1932 Royal
Academy banquet. Size 8 x 6 inches. $30.00

9

The photos shows Churchill behind a
microphone addressing a crowd in Epping, Oct
1924. Size 8 x 6 inches. $30.00

5

Chartwell in the 1950s

This picture shows Sarah Churchill helping her
father construct a brick building at Chartwell.
The look on her face says she is enjoying this as
much as handling rattlesnakes. Size 8 x 6 inches.
$15.00

8

The picture shows WSC and FDR seated
between Chiang Kai-shek and his wife, with
various diplomats behind them. This meeting in
November 1943 was several days before
meeting with Stalin in Tehran. Size 9.5 x 8
inches, wrinkles along upper edge. $40.00

4
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This photo shows the rear of Chartwell when
the Churchill’s opened the gardens to the public
in the late 1950s. Size 10 x 8 $15.00

Photo shows Churchill and Lord Woolton at a
Ceremony on 6 December 1947 ay which
Churchill was made a Freeman of Manchester.
Size 11 x 8 on heavy paper. $25.00

3

Churchill press photos

Churchill and Montgomery across the Rhine
1945

Iconic photo shows Churchill, Monty and a
group of assorted Generals alighting on the
German side of the Rhine, 25th March 1945. Size
8 x 6 photo was folded at some point to
eliminate the lowly Colonel on the left holding
down the steel matting. $50.00
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Photo of The Churchills and Montgomery
outside Chartwell.

Press photo 1957 shows Clementine, FM
Montgomery, Randolph, Winston, and
grandson Winston standing in front of
Chartwell. Size about 8 x 6 inches. $25.00

12

Photo of Churchill and Portal leaving RAF
Headquarters

Churchill departs on a Naval launch

p[tress photos of Churchill at a banquet

Photo of Mr. and Mrs. Churchill waving to
visitors at Chartwell.

Photo of Churchill and Ike at Williamsburg

Press photo shows the two leaders walking
away from the incident where two horses
panicked during Churchill’s visit to Colonial
Willliamsburg in March 1946, a few days after
the Fulton speech. size 8 x 6 inches, lengthy
caption sheet. $30.00

2

Photo of Churchill on VE day walking to the
service of Thanksgiving.

Press photo shows Churchill among a crowd
going to the service on VE Day at St. Margaret’s.
Check out the chap in front with the big buckles
on his shoes and the skinny legs. size 8 x 6 ins.
$35.00

Photo of Churchill in the Western Desert in
1942

Official photo shows Churchill visiting a gun
site in North Africa in August 1942. size 8 x 6
ins. $40.00

19

This press photos is stamped, but the caption
slip is gone, so location unknown. Churchill is
at the head table next to a Lord Mayor with
chain of office. size 9.5 x 7.5 ins. on heavy paper,
slight sepia tone. $20.00

15

17

18

Photo shows Churchill boarding a launch, likely
to be taken to a warship. Writing on the rear
says Leaving for the Yalta meeting, but I
thought he flew there, so more research needed.
No press stamps or other captions, so maybe a
RN photo. Size 8 x 6 ins. $20.00

14

16
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The photo shows the Churchill outside their
home waving to visitors. In 1958, Churchill
opened the grounds of Chartwell to the public
at 2 shillings a head to raise money for a local
church. size 8 x 6 ins, thin paper $20.00

Wartime photo shows Churchill and Air Chief
Marshal Portal coming out of RAF HQ to a
waiting car. No press markings, so likely an
RAF photo. Size about 8 x 6 inches. $20.00

13

Churchill press photos

Photo of Churchill addressing a crowd at
Shepherds Bush Green

Press photo on heavy paper shows Churchill in
an open car giving an election address to a
dense crowd. Undated, but likely 1950-51. size
10 x 8 ins. $35.00

20

Photo of Churchill and Gen. Smuts
inspecting defences

Official photo from October 1942 shows the two
leaders inspecting defences somewhere in the
south of England. size 8 x 6 inches, lower left
corner has crease. $30.00
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Photo of Churchill visit to war factory

26

Press photo shows Churchill and entourage
watching a worker in a Sheffield steel works.
Photo dated Nov. 1941. Size about 8 x 6 inches.
$30.00

22

Photo of Churchill at a wartime luncheon at
the Mexican embassy

This photo dated 16 June 1944 shows Churchill
and group of diplomats at a gathering at the
London embassy of Mexico. Also visible are
Lord Woolton, Brendan Bracken, Winant and
Bevin. Size 8 x 6 inches. $40.00

23

Photo of Churchill and the boys of Harrow

Press photos shows Churchill surrounded by
enthusiastic boys at the traditional singsong
night on 7 Dec. 1951. 10 x 8 inches. $25.00

24
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Photo of crowd awaiting news on Churchill’s
condition

Press photo from 16th Jan 1965 shows Lord
Moran leaving Churchill’s London home. Size
10 x 8 ins. on heavy paper $10.00

27

Photo of Churchill laying foundation stone
at Bristol University.

This press photo shows Churchill, the
Chancellor of Bristol University, laying the
foundation stone for a new Engineering
Building on 11 Sep 1952. Size 10 x 8 inches.
$35.00

28

Photo of Sir Winston and Lady Churchill
1960

Press photo shows the Churchills in the back of
a car departing for the airport to fly to Onassis’
yacht. Dated 8 March 1960. Size 9 x 7 inches.
(note big cigar) $40.00

Photo of Riders from the Row calling on
Churchill for his 86th Birthday

29

Press photo shows a group of riders (From
Rotten Row in Hyde Park) gathered outside
Churchill’s London Home ion Hyde Park Gate
on 30 Nov 1960. Size 87 x 6 inches, has 2 creases.
$10.00

25

Churchill press photos

Photo of Lady Churchill unveiling Nemon
bust of Winston

Photo 1s 10 x 8 on heavy paper, undated, but
1970s. $15.00

Photo of Churchill in open car 1959

This press photo shows Churchill in an open car
touring his constituency during the 1959
General Election. I can jus make out Eddie
Murray behind Churchill’s hat. Size 9.5 x 7.5
inches. $25.00

30

Churchill and Ike visit John Foster Dulles in
Hospital

Press photos shows the two leaders with Dulles
at Walter Reed Hospital, where he died later
that month of May 1959. Dulles was Secretary of
State in the Eisenhower Administration from
1953-1959. Size 10 x 8 inches on heavy paper.
$50.00

3
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Photo of Churchill speaking from an open
car in 1945

36

This press photo shows Mr. and Mrs. Churchill
in an open car (with suicide doors) speaking to
a crowd in Manchester. Photo is dated in June
1945, so this was during the General Election.
Size 10 x 8 inches. $25.00

32

Photo of Churchill and Atlee at the War
Ministry in Paris 1945

Photo of the Churchills with John
Diefenbaker, Canadian PM and wife

34

Churchill swimming in France 1927

35

Photo of crowd singing for Churchill’s 90th
Birthday

The press photos shows a crowd of wellwishers outside 28 Hyde Park Gate singing For
He’s a jolly good fellow. Photo dated 30 Nov
1964. Size 10 x 8 inches $15.00

4

Photo of Churchill going to address the
Conservatives at The Winter Gardens,

Photo of 4-6-2 steam locomotive
WINSTON CHURCHILL

This press photo from British Railways dated
1967 shows the Battle of Britain class loco
Winston Churchill. Many of you will recall that
this loco pulled the funeral train in 1965.size 8.5
x 5.5 ins. $20.00

39

The press photo shows Churchill during his
1927 summer holidays in the sea at Deauville, a
French resort on the English Channel. Size 8 x 6
ins. $10.00

Photo of Churchill at Garter Ceremony 1958

This private photo has a hand written caption
on the back explaining that Churchill is leaving
his hotel to address the Mass Meeting on 5 Oct
1946. Size 6 x 4.5 ins., matte finish. $30.00

38

This press photo shows Mr. and Mrs. Churchill
posing with Mr. and Mrs. Diefenbaker. The
photo is undated, but I would guess it was
taken late 50s or early 60s. Size 10 x 8 inches.
$20.00
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The press photos shows Churchill in his Garter
robes, seated next to an unidentified lady. Size
10 x 8 ins. $15.00

37

Press photos shows Atlee at his first war council
meeting. Also in the photo is Gen. Dill and Paul
Reynaud, on the steps of the War Ministry
building in Paris on 31 May 1945. Size 9.5 x 8
ins., on heavy paper $25.00

33

Churchill press photos

Press photo of Mr. and Mrs. Churchill

Credited to Topical Press Agency, this undated
photo is probably 1940s. Size 8 x 6 ins. $10.00

40

Photo of Churchill in his study 1939

This press photo shows Churchill standing in
the study at Chartwell, dated 8 March 1939. Size
8 x 6 inches. $15.00
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Photo of Churchill viewing his goldfish 1939

This press photo shows Mr. Churchill in the
gardens of Chartwell looking at one of his
ponds with goldfish. Size 8 x 6 ins. $20.00

42

Photo of Churchill in the 1911 Coronation
procession.

Photo of Churchill with his despatch box on
Budget Day 1927

This press photo shows a top-hatted Chancellor
along with his daughter Diana striding towards
the house with his papers in the famous red box
for the annual Budget Day announcements.
Size 8 x 6 inches. $25.00

44

Photo of Churchill laying a wreath at
Cenotaph in 1927

47

Photo of Churchill at the Houndsditch
inquiry.

Photo of Churchill and Roosevelt

48

Photo of Lady Churchill on her 80th
Birthday

Press photos shows Lady Churchill outside the
Cafe Royal where family members feted her on
her 80th birthday. Photo shows crowd of wellwishers. Size 8 x 6 ins. $10.00

Photo of Churchill upon his return from
Moscow trip

This press photo shows Mr. and Mrs. Churchill
at night after their plane lands from Moscow,
August 1942. The aircraft and pilot are also
visible and parts of Sir Charles Portal. Size 8.5 x
6.5 ins. $10.00

50

This press photo shows Churchill conferring
with Roosevelt. Undated, but probably 1942.
Size 8 x 6 ins. $20.00

Large photo of Churchill throwing darts

This unattributed photo shows Churchill in an
outdoor scene holding his cane and throwing
darts. Size 12 x 9 inches, edges worn. $25.00

49

This press photo shows Chancellor of the
Exchequer with silk topper laying a wreath at
the memorial to the WW1 dead that stands in
the middle of Whitehall. Size 8 x 6 inches $20.00

45

46
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Press photo shows Churchill in the witness box
at the 1911 inquiry into the anarchist siege in
Sydney Street. Size 8 x 6 ins. $20.00

This press photo shows Mr. and Mrs. Churchill
in an open horse drawn carriage. This was the
great procession for the Coronation of King
George V in June 1911. Check out Churchill’s
hat. Size 8 x 6 ins. $25.00

43

Churchill press photos

Photo of statue of Churchill unveiled by his
grandson

This press photos from 1972 shows Winston
Churchill looking at the Oscar Nemon statue of
his grandfather at St. Margaret’s Bay near
Dover. Size 10 x 8 inches. $15.00

5
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photo of the Churchill Screen in Dudley

56

This press photos shows a 39 foot long glass
screen decorated to show high lights of
Churchill’s life . This was unveiled in October
1969 at the Churchill shopping precinct in
Dudley, Worcs. This is probably a mosque
today. Size 10 x 8 ins. $10.00

52

Photo of Churchill c. 1907-08

1912 photo of Churchill as First Lord of the
Admiralty

This press photo shows Churchill in his First
Lord hat on a snowy day at the docks as the
King and Queen return from a trip to India. Size
8 x 6 ins. $15.00

54

Photo of Churchill on an inspection tour

55

Photo of front of Chartwell 1939

58

6

Photo of Chartwell 1939

Photo of Churchill after encounter with
suffragettes

The press photo shows Churchill and two civil
servants at Sandwich, Kent. Undated but about
1911. Size 8 x 6 ins. $10.00

Photo of Churchill at the Polls on election
day.

Press photo shows Mr. Churchill voting at
Caxton hall, Westminster. Undated, but likely
1920s. Size 8 x 6 ins. $10.00

60

This press photo shows the front of Churchill’s
house with an old car parked in front. Caption
dated 1939. Size 8 x 6 ins. $10.00

Churchill on a wild boar hunt in France

This press photo shows a 3/4 view of
Churchill’s house with an old car parked in
front. Caption dated 1939. Size 8 x 6 ins. $15.00

59

This photo shows Churchill, his wife, and
assorted VIPs about to be shown around.
Undated but looks 1950s. There is no caption,
but the stamp on back is from BOAC, so likely
an airport. Size 10 x 8, ink stain on lower left
corner. $10.00
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The press photo shows Mr. Churchill to follow
the hounds on a boar hunt, as the guest of the
Duke of Westminster at Foucarmont in the
Forest of Eu $10.00

57

This phoot shows Churchill and 5 others, 3
military officers, Churchill, and I believe Eddie
Marsh. This appears to be from when Churchill
was under- secretary for the Colonies, so could
be abroad somewhere. Image size about 9 x 6
ins, lower edge has some wrinkle. $30.00

53

Churchill press photos

Photo of Mr. and Mrs. Churchill on
Armistice Day 1923

This press photo shows Churchill and his wife
in heavy coats in November 1923. Size 8 x 6 ins.
$10.00
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Churchill receives the Charlemagne prize in
Germany 1956

Large photo shows Churchill and wife on the
balcony of the town hall in Aachen in May 1956,
where he was presented the Charlemagne prize
and is wearing the award around his neck. He is
addressing a large crowd in the city square.
Professional photo on heavy paper, size 12 x 9.5
ins. $50.00

62

Photo of the Queen and her Ministers 1952

This posed photo in the throne room shows a
radiant young Queen at her first official party,
entertaining the Commonwealth ministers. All
are formally dressed. Churchill has more
medals than the rest of them combined. Size 10
x 8 ins., the surface glaze has lots of fine lines in
it. $30.00

63

Photo of Churchill and King George VI

Photo of Churchill boarding aircraft 1956

Photo of Churchill giving the V sign to
crowds on VE day

67

7

photo of Churchill in March 1964

Photo of Churchill giving the V sign 1962

The press photo shows Churchill arriving at the
Savoy 10 Dec 1962 for a dinner of The Other
Club, of which he was a founder. Size 6.5 x 8.5
ins. $35.00

Photo of Churchill being installed as Knight
of the Garter 1954

This press photon shows Churchill walking in
the procession at Windsor in which he was
installed as a KG and became Sir Winston. 14
June 1954. Size 8 x 10 ins. $50.00

Photo of the Churchills at their window 1963

Press photo shows Mr. and Mrs. Churchill at
the window of their London house. The
captions indicate that this was published in the
Daily Mail on 10 April 1963. Size 8.5 x 9 ins.
$25.00

70

This iconic photo shows Churchill on the
balcony in Whitehall addressing the crowds on
VE day. Photo has high contrast and no stamps
so likely a reprint. 8 x 10 inches. $20.00
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This press photo shows Churchill leaving his
Hyde Park gate home to spend Easter at
Chartwell. Size 8 x 10 inches. $40.00

69

The press photo shows Churchill ate door of his
plane, about to leave for the Riviera in January
1956. Size 8 x 10 inches, creased lower right
corner. $40.00

65

66

68

Thisn press photo shows the King handing an
award to Churchill. The caption is torn so
details not clear. Dated 1945. Size 10 x 8 ins.
$50.00

64

Churchill press photos

Photo of Churchill in the Witness box at
tank inquiry 1919

Press photo shows a thoughtful Winston in the
witness box at the hearing at Lincolns Inn Court
7 October 1919. Size 6 x 8 ins., grainy photo,
probably from poor lighting inside. $10.00
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Photo of Churchill golfing at Cannes

76

This press photo shows Mr. Churchill playing
golf at Cannes in 1913. Size 6 x 8 ins. $40.00

72

Photo of Churchill at Lord Ypres funeral
1925

Photo of Churchill standing by his aircraft in
1914

Press photo shows Mr. Churchill next to an
aircraft he has flown to Portsmouth in 1914. The
photo is dated 1952 is a later copy. Size 5.5 x 8
ins. $20.00

74

Photo of Churchill gesturing during 1941
speech.

75

Photo of Mr. and Mrs. Churchill arriving for
Randolph’s wedding 1939

This press photo of the Churchill was taken 4
October 1939 at the wedding of their son
Randolph to Pamela. Size 6 x 8 ins. $15.00

Photo of Churchill at polo match at
Hurlingham 1923

Photo of walking Churchill in 1914

This press photo shows Mr. Churchill leaving
10 Downing Street during the Ulster crisis in
1914. Size 6 x 8 ins. $15.00

78

Photo of Churchill having a drink before the
hunt 1927

Press photo taken at the Duke of Westminster’s
estate at Foucarmont in the Forest of Eu
(France). Mr. Churchill and the Duke are going
boar hunting. Size 6 x 8 ins. $20.00

79

Press photo shows Mr. Churchill with clenched
firsts during his “Do you worst” speech at
London County Hall on 14 July 1941. Size 6 x 8
inches. $40.00
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The press photo shows Churchill and the
Duchess of Westminster. This says a lot about
the fashion sense of the aristocracy. Size 6 x 8
ins. $10.00

77

Press photo shows at sombre Churchill at the
Funeral of WW1 leader of the BEF, John French,
on 27 May 1925. Size 6 x 8 ins. $30.00

73

Churchill press photos

Early photo of Churchills with aeroplane

This early informal photograph shows the
Churchills in front of a n aeroplane. Is that
Eddie Marsh with them? Photo stamped on rear
“P.N. Birkett Specialist in Aeroplane
Photographs” . This appears to be pre-WW1,
both by the youth of the subjects and the
markings on back. Size 4 x 6 ins. $60.00

80

Photo of Winston Churchill pheasant
shooting in 1910

Press photo shows Churchill shooting pheasant
at Warter Priory, the East Yorkshire estate of
Lord Nunburnholme, who had died in 1907.
Image size 6 x 8 ins. $15.00

8
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Photo of Churchill playing polo in 1921

86

The press photo shows Mr. Churchill all kitted
up with polo mallet at Roehampton (London),
photo dated 11 May 1921. Size 6 x 8 ins. $20.00

82

Photo of Churchill astride his polo pony.

Photo of Churchill addressing the men of
HMS Exeter

88

Photo of Churchill arriving at London
airport in 1959

Photo of Churchill giving his Right Road for
Britain speech 1949

Photo of seated Churchill 1959

9

Photo of Churchill as he departs 10 Downing
St after resigning

Press photo shows Churchill being driven away
from no. 10 on April 6, 1955. The caption noted
that the crowd broke through police lines to
wish him farewell. Size 6 x 8 ins, on heavy
paper. $30.00

90

This press photo shows Churchill at a meeting
in his constituency announcing that he will
again stand for election in the 1959 General
Election. Size 6 x 8 inches, sepia tone, vertical
crease. $15.00

Photo of Churchill presenting walking stick
to Sir Ian Fraser 1947

This press photo shows Churchill presenting a
walking stick to celeberate Fraser’s 20 years as
Chairman of the St. Dunstan Organisation. The
mission of St. Dunstan’s is to train blind
servicemen. Sir Ian was blinded during the
Great War. Size 7 x 9 inches. $40.00

89

The press photo shows Sir Winston walking off
an Air France plan, after returning from a
holiday in France. Size 8 x 9.5 ins. Markings
indicate this was published in the Daily Mail on
31 Aug 1959. $35.00

85

Photo of Churchill and the King greeting
Dominion and Colonial leaders 1941

This press photo shows Churchill giving the V
sign standing by the Mayor of Wolverhampton.
Churchill gave his Right Road for Britain speech
to a large crowd at Wolverhampton Wanderers
football ground on 23rd July 1949. Size 8 x 10
ins. Is that Eddie Murray in the foreground??
$75.00

After months of bad news in late 1939, the first
major naval engagement saw 3 small British
cruisers fight a running battle with Nazi pocket
battleship Graf Spee, eventually running it to a
neutral port where she was scuttled. HMS
Exeter was heavily damaged, but returned
home to Plymouth, where Churchill came to
give rousing speech to the crew. Photo shows
Churchill standiing on a stool next to the
Captain. Feb. 1940. Size 6 x 8 ins. $40.00
84
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Press photo shows George VI greeting Colonial
and Dominion leaders with Churchill and Eden
standing to left. Size 8 x 10 inches, dark image,
surface wrinlky. $25.00

87

This press photon shows Mr. Churchill at
Roehampton in 1921 playing polo. Size 6 x 8
ins. $20.00

83

Churchill press photos

Photo of Churchill speaking November 1945

This press photo lacks its caption but is date
stamped. Size 6 x 8 ins. $20.00
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Photo of Churchill speaking on results of
1950 General Election

96

The press photo shows Mr. Churchill speaking
to his constituency at Woodford, after the
results were announced. Churchill was returned
with a big majority, but the Tories were unable
to displace Labour. size 6 x 8 ins. $50.00

92

Photo of Churchill meeting jet test pilot

Photo of Winston Churchill on horseback.

This undated press photo shows Churchill
riding a horse wearing a suit and hat. Size 4 x 6
inches, probably 1950s $15.00

94

Photo of Churchill at the funeral of T.E.
Lawrence

95

Photo of Churchill on Election Day 1929

Photo of David Lloyd George and Winston
Churchill

Press photo shows DLG and WSC walking
together both in black toppers. This is a great
photo with the two subjects in sharp focus and
good exposure and contrast. The caption labels
are gone but around 1920. Size 6 x 8 inches.
$60.00

98

Photo of Ike and Churchill 1951

The press photo shows Churchill visiting
Eisenhower at his HQ in Paris, December 1951.
Churchill is PM for the second time now, Ike
will run for President in 1952. Size 6 x 8 ins
$50.00

99

Press photo shows Mr. and Mrs Churchill,
followed by Lord Lloyd at the funeral in May
1935. Size 6 x 8 ins. $20.00
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This press photo shows Mr. and Mrs Churchill
at Epping (his constituency) on 30 may 1929, the
General Election. Size 6 x 8 inches. There is a
small black spot to the right of Mrs. Churchill’s
hat that is in the negative. $15.00

97

This press photo shows Mr. Churchill being
introduced to the test pilot for an experimental
jet fighter aircraft. size 8 x 10 ins. $40.00

93

Churchill press photos

Photo of Churchill in London on VE day

This press photo captures a serene Churchill on
probably the greatest day in his life. May 8,
1945, showing Churchill on his way to the
House. Size 6.5 x 8.5 ins. $60.00

Photo of Churchill on Budget Day 1925

100

This press photo shows the Chancellor, Mr.
Churchill, leaving no. 11 Downing St. on Budget
Day 4 May 1925, with his despatch box. He will
go the House to announce his budget. Size 6 x 8
ins. $25.00

10

Photo of Churchill in Moscow 1942

Press photo shows bareheaded Churchill,
arriving in Moscow to National anthem played
by red army band. Size 6 x 8 ins, high gloss
finish. $25.00
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photo of Churchill giving an address

106

This press photo shows Churchill addressing a
group of Tory women in 1953. Size 8 x 10.
$60.00

102

Portrait photo of Churchill

Photo of Churchill in formal attire

104

Photo of Sir Winston at his window at age 90

Press photo shows Churchill on the eve of his
90th Birthday, Nov. 1964 at his London home.
Lady Churchill on the left. Size 6 x 8 ins. $15.00

105

Photo of Churchill lying-in-State

Photo of crowds queuing thru the night to
pay last respects to Winston

Large photo of Churchill funeral train
departing

This press photo shows the funeral train leaving
Waterloo Station, hauled by Southern Railway
Battle of Britain class locomotive WINSTON
CHURCHILL. Beyond the lone guardsman at
the salute, we can see the special ramp used by
the bearer party to carry the coffin into the
vintage brown and cream GWR baggage
carriage. So it’s farewell to London under a
huge cloud of smoke that would please any
Victorian. Size 12 x 15 inches, heavy paper.
$75.00
109 Large photo of the Queen entering St. Pauls
at Churchill’s funeral.
Press photo shows HM the Queen, Charles, and
Price Phillip walking up the steps to St. Pauls as
guardsman in bearskins march past in the
street. Size 12 x 15, tear along left edge. $40.00

110

Large photo shows the crowd filing past as 4
Guards officers stand at each corner in
Westminster Hall, January 1965. Size 12 x 15
inches, has two large tears as seen. $10.00

Large photo of Churchill funeral inside the
cathedral

Press photo shows the queue stretching back
from Parliament along the river and across
Lambeth bridge. The tower at left is the Lords
end of Parliament and the illuminated one on
tight is the famous clock tower Big Ben. This
photo taken at 10 PM on 27th January 1965. Size
8 x 6 ins. $10.00

108

Press photo shows Churchill black tie with
medals. Size 6 x 8 inches, some brown toning
likely from improper fixing. $15.00
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This photo shows the casket and procession
walking down the aisle on the way out. The pall
bearers precede the casket and then following
are the family mourners. Ignore the reflections
seen in the picture. Size 12 x 15 inches. $50.00

107

Familiar image of Churchill seated at desk. No
markings on back, but on Fujicolor paper, so is
modern. Size 8 x 10, glossy. $75.00

103

Churchill press photos

Photo of crowds viewing the bier at
Churchill lying-in-State

Press photo shows the two queues of people
walking past as Officers of the Household
Cavalry stand at the 4 corners. The stained glass
windows of Westminster Hall form the
background. Size 8 x 12 inches. $20.00

11
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Photo of Changing of the Guard at
Churchill lying-in-state

116

Press photo shows naval officers being relieved
at the bier in Westminster Hall. The guard was
changed every 20 minutes, likely to give many
officers a chance for this honour. Dated 27th
Jan. 1965. Size 6 x 8 ins. $25.00

112

Photo of the start of the CHurchill funeral
procession

Press photo shows the scene outside
Westminster Hall as the casket is carried out by
the bearer party. In the distance we see
hundreds of soldiers ready to participate. Size 5
x 7 ins. $15.00

113

Photo of the start of the Churchill lying-instate.

Press photo shows the scene on Wednesday
morning, 27 January 1965. The Naval officers
are in position, the police at their posts,
everything ready to let the public start walking
past. Size 6 x 8 ins. $15.00

114

Photo that needs no caption

Large photo of Churchill’s casket being
carried out of St. Pauls.

117

12

Large photo of Churchill’s funeral on the
Thames

Large photo of Churchill’s casket entering
St. Pauls

Press photo shows the bearer party about to
start up the steps into the Cathedral. In the
buildings in the background, every window is
full of watchers. Size 15 x 12 inches, heavy
paper. $50.00

118

Large photo of The Great on the steps at
Churchill’s funeral

Likely the greatest gathering of the crowned
heads of Europe since the Funeral of George V.
Kings, queens, presidents all watch in silence as
the casket passes. A single hand is raised in
salute- The Duke of Edinburgh. The Queen is
center front, with Charles behind her and the
Queen Mother next to him. Size 15 x 12 inches,
heavy paper. $75.00

Photo of Churchill coffin arriving at St.
Pauls Cathedral

This press photo shows the bearer party
approaching the Cathedral. The pall bearers are
to the left and the Earl Marshal in front of them.
The steps are lined with heralds and the
Household Cavalry. Size 10 x 8 inches, heavy
paper, overall sepia tone. $45.00

120

As Kings, generals, ministers and bishops look
on, the honour of the nation rests on the
shoulders of 10 young Guardsmen, and their
not stumbling on the way down the steps, as
one of the largest TV audiences in history looks
on. They did “not falter or fail.” Size 12 x 15
inches on heavy paper. $100.00

July 2013

Press photo looking downriver, likely from
London Bridge, shows the cranes on the south
bank lower in salute as the Havengore heads
upriver towards Waterloo Station. The RAF
flypast has 4 Lightnings seen over Tower
Bridge. Size 15 x 12 inches, heavy paper. $40.00

119

Press photo shows women awaiting news on
Churchill’s condition outside his Hyde Park
Gate home in January 1965. The newspaper
headline reads: Winston: extremely grave. Size
8 x 10 ins. $20.00

115

Churchill press photos

Photo of Churchill lying-in-State

This press photo shows the crowd shuffling
past as a young Naval officer takes his turn at
one corner. This is 27th January in Westminster
Hall. I think it’s Nora Batty 4th from the left.
Size 12 x 8 inches, tear along lower edge. $15.00
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Photo of crowds queuing in snow for lyingin-state

Press photo shows members of the public who
queued through the night to pay their last
respects to Churchill, at Westminster Hall on
28th January 1965. Size 10 x 8 inches. $10.00

122

Photo of Churchill’s casket at The Tower.

Photo of crowds queuing for Churchill lyingin-state

Press photo shows the long queues stretching
from Parliament and eventually across Lambeth
bridge to the south bank of the Thames. Note
that despite thousands passing, there is almost
no litter on the ground, compared to the tons at
the Diana funeral. Size 10 x 8 inches.` $40.00

124

Photo of Churchill’s casket boarding train for
his final journey

The press photo shows the bearer party
carrying the coffin onto the train at Waterloo
station for its final trip to Bladon near
Woodstock. The old GWR baggage wagon is
not that high and it appears the bearer party
will need to duck down a bit, no easy task as the
coffin genuinely did weigh a ton. Size 8 x 6 ins.
$35.00

125

126

Photo of the family mourners at Churchill
funeral

13

Photo of crowds outside Churchill’s home

Photo of Churchill funeral cortege arriving at
Tower pier

The press photos shows the Royal Navy
completing its haulage mission and the bearer
party preparing to move the coffin down onto
the pier. You can see that the guardsmen
selected to carry the one ton coffin are huge,
towering over the naval ratings. Image size 9.5 x
6.5 ins. $30.00

128

photo of the public paying last tribute to
Churchill

Press photo shows the crowds walking slowly
past Churchill’s bier, day and night for 3 daysquiet, respectful, no litter, no metal detectors.
Like Archie Bunker said- Those were the Days.
$25.00

129

Photo of World leaders at Churchill funeral

Press photo shows the gatherings outside the
Cathedral after the coffin has left. The Queen is,
of course, front and center. Behind are the
Kings, Queens, Presidents, Prime Ministers,
Bishops, Generals, heralds, and so on. The
easiest to spot is De Gaulle. Size 8 x 6 ins.
$20.00

130

This press photo shows the family boarding the
launch Havengore for the trip from the Tower
upriver to Waterloo Station. Mrs. Churchill and
Randolph are followed by the Soames’. In the
background, note the cranes all standing tall,
ready to dip in salute as Churchill passes. Size
10 x 8 inches. $35.00

July 2013

The press photo shows a concerned crowd
outside Hyde Park Gate on a rainy January
night awaiting further news after reports of
Churchill’s thrombosis. Size 10 x 8 inches,
poorly lit night time photo. $10.00

127

This press photo shows the bearer party
removing the casket from the gun carriage and
heading towards the Havengore at the pier,
with the Tower of London in the background.
Check out the shine on their shoes. Size 10 x 6.5
inches $15.00

123

Churchill press photos

Churchill funeral procession at the Cenotaph

Press photo shows the gun carriage bearing the
coffing moving past the Cenotaph, the First
World War monument to the glorious dead on
Whitehall $15.00
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Photo of Winston Churchill with big cigar

This press photo shows Churchill upon his
retirement in 1955, about to depart for
Chartwell from Downing St. A superb cigar
picture with a little bit of smoke. Size 8 x 10
inches. $75.00

132

Churchill press photos
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Portrait photo of Churchill at his desk

This familiar portrait photo shows Churchill
holding his spectacles about to broadcast a
speech. The photo is mounted so back not
visible, but the gloss surface is so perfect that it
must be a modern print. Size 7 x 9 image in a
framed mount $50.00

Studio portrait of Churchill by Stoneman
1939

137

This studio portrait is from 1939, earlier than
the better known wartime portrait. It has Walter
Stoneman stamps as well as marking from
British Information Services. Size 4.5 x 6 ins.
$125.00

Studio portrait of Churchill signed by
photographer Vivienne

.Here is a large example of this well known
studio portrait, probably Churchill's favourite, as
he seems to have given out more signed copies
of this. Image size 8 x 10 inches, signed on the
image by Vivienne (Florence Entwistle). On a 12
x 15 card mount with copyright stamp on back.

$400.00

133

Formal portrait of War Cabinet 1939

138

Group photo of Chamberlain’s war cabinet in
1939, including the new first Lord, Mr.
Churchill. Names of all written on the back in
pencil. Size 11 x 8, several surface stains. $40.00

134

Formal photo of Churchill and the
Commonwealth Prime Ministers 1955

135

This photo was taken in the 1950s, possibly by
LIFE magazine. This print has an image size of
about 9 x 9 inches. $75.00

139

This formal posed portrait stamped THE TIMES
on the back shows a group of 9 Prime Ministers
from the various Dominions and Colonies taken
in 1955, Churchill’s final year as PM. Size 10 x 8
on heavy paper. $35.00

Studio Portrait of a young Winston
Churchill

14

Large photo of Churchill at his desk

This huge photo has an actual image size of
23.5 x 19.5 inches. On the back it has a
copyright stamp of The Times. Photos this large
are scarce. $300.00

140

This photo shows Churchill in about 1900-1905.
It is undated and has markings. It has a textured
surface and came in an old textured paper
folder. Size 6 x 8 ins. It is possible that this is a
photo of an oil painting. $50.00

Colour photo of Churchill at his desk

The well known Karsh photo of Churchill

Here is a real photographic print of the famous
Karsh portrait. Image size is about 10 x 12
inches. There is no stamp on the back, so likely
made from one of the negatives given to
newspapers. This is NOT one of those laser
prints being sold on ebay. $75.00

